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Abstract (en)
Machine for sorting securities each having an individual sign. The machine has a detector device for measuring momentaneous values of a number
of parameters of a separate security and for generating a corresponding measuring signal, and a computer with a sorting algorithm connected
to the detector device for receiving the measuring signals issued by it. The computer issues sorting signals to a sorting means on the basis of
the measuring signals and the sorting algorithm, which sorting means sorts the securities in reaction to it. The computer has a file including a
correspondence list, in which correspondence list the individual sign of each separate security and original values of the number of parameters are
included immediately after manufacture of the security concerned, and with a file of sorting algorithms. The detector device has a sign detector for
the detection of an individual sign, for generating a sign indication signal and for issuing the sign indication signal to the computer. The computer
chooses an accompanying sorting algorithm in reaction to a sign indication signal via the original values. Alternatively the computer has a file
including a correspondence list, in which correspondence list the individual sign of each separate security and an accompanying sorting algorithm
are included. The detector device has a sign detector for the detection of an individual sign, for generating a sign indication signal and for issuing
the sign indication signal to the computer. In reaction to a sign indication signal the computer chooses the sorting algorithm from the algorithm file,
which according to the correspondence list belongs to it. The detector device may be a clean/dirty detector device or an authenticity characteristics
detector device.
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